Cultural Capital – Dance
Key Stage 3

Year 7
In lesson:
- Charleston
- Rock and Roll
- Bollywood
- Egyptian
- African
- Disco

Year 8
In lesson:
- Twist and Pulse, Dance Duo
- Diversity, Street Dance Group
- Michael Jackson
- Bruno Mars
- Chris Brown

Year 9
In lesson:

Dance in Adverts Dance Music Videos
- Suit and Tie, Justin
- Samsung
Timberlake
- Gap
- Hideaway, Kiesza
- Cheerios
- Talk, Kahlid
Outside of lesson:
- Airpods
Outside of lesson:
Autumn Term
Outside of lesson:
- Practical workshop run by a dance artist Autumn Term
Autumn Term
in the style of the current SOL for the
- Workshop held by professional street
current rotation group
- Guest speech with practical workshop from
dance practitioner. For the current
students in the rotation (Ideally in first half a professional dancer who has worked in
Spring Term
freelance performance dance setting
-Practical workshop run by a dance artist in term to match SOL)
(Adverts, music videos etc). For current
the style of the current SOL for the current Spring Term
rotation.
rotation group
- Educational visit to MOVE IT, Annual
Spring Term
Dance Festival London
- Educational visit to MOVE IT, Annual
- Educational visit to MOVE IT, Annual
Dance Festival London
- Workshop held by professional street
Dance Festival London
dance practitioner. For the current
Summer Term
- Guest speech with practical workshop from
-Practical workshop run by a dance artist in students in the rotation (Ideally in first half a professional dancer who has worked in
the style of the current SOL for the current term to match SOL)
freelance performance dance setting
Summer Term
rotation group
(Adverts, music videos etc). For current
rotation.
- Workshop held by professional street
dance practitioner. For the current
Summer Term
students in the rotation (Ideally in first half
- Guest speech (with potential for a practical
term to match SOL)
workshop) from a professional dancer who
has worked in a dance setting

